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Blockchain-based Notarization for Detection of Forged Multimedia Content
ABSTRACT
Technologies such as generative adversarial networks (GANs) and other machine
learning techniques have made it easy for malicious parties to create forged or fake content such
as images and videos. It is difficult to determine the provenance of such content. This disclosure
describes techniques that utilize a notarization system based on a blockchain ledger. New content
is added to the system along with a secure time code that marks the first occurrence of the
content and hashed content identifiers. The use of timecode imposes a time limitation within
which malicious actors need to generate forged or fake content, which along with the high
computational or human cost of creating forged content places limits on the quality of forged
content. Such forged content is detected based on associated time codes and by identifying
inconsistencies or errors in the content.
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BACKGROUND
Machine learning techniques, such as Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), are
increasingly employed to create computer-assisted forgeries (or manipulations) of original
multimedia content, such as images and videos. Creation and detection of forged content via
GANs is a symmetric problem such that progress in one ( detection of forgery) results in
progress in the other (generation of forgery).
People find it difficult to distinguish between the original content and manipulated or
synthetic content. It has become increasingly easier for parties to forge or misrepresent the
provenance or context of multimedia content, such as images and videos. Without appropriate
objective metrics to help discriminate between real and fake content, judgments of authenticity
typically rely on known prior relevant aspects, such as trust in the various parties involved in the
generation and distribution of content. Efforts that attempt to help people judge content
authenticity include marking content provenance via techniques such as embedding unique
source device information within content, examining publicly available information for previous
postings of the content, etc.
DESCRIPTION
Creating forged content (fakes, deepfakes) typically requires substantial time and effort,
computational and/or human. Although computational forging techniques are fast, such
techniques are not as effective as humans in maintaining global consistency and contextual
coherence within the content. On the other hand, humans that generate forged content can
maintain consistency but operate at a much slower pace. As a result, those who create forgeries,
with or without computational techniques, are often unable to maintain consistency at scale and
avoid occasional errors.
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This disclosure describes a notarization system to facilitate the detection of forged
multimedia content, such as images, videos, etc. The system is based on the folk authenticity
verification technique of a known earliest timestamp, e.g., the inclusion of the day’s newspaper.
in a photo to attest that the photo was taken after the known earliest timestamp. Specifically, the
notarization system includes a blockchain ledger that records pieces of content.
With user permission, a hash function is applied to each piece of content to generate an
identifier for that piece. The identifier serves as a mark of when the content was first seen and
helps in determination of the approximate age of the content. Additionally, the system can be set
to attach a user-permitted secure time code to indicate the time of recording of the underlying
content in the blockchain ledger. The secure code is crafted such that it would not have been
known or predictable at a time prior to the entry of the content in the blockchain ledger. For
instance, with user permission, the secure code can be based on hashes of the most recent block
of content that can attest to the recency of the recording of the content in the blockchain ledger.
Further, the notarization system can mix the content with other marking information such
as: location, context and/or environment of the content; filling the scene of the content with
structured light pattern based on the hash of the content metadata and/or a previous frame within
the content (e.g., Infrared; RGB + IR without projected pattern; RGB + IR with pattern), semitranslucent or reflective in-scene display like a secure clapperboard, ultrasonic signals, or by use
of trusted hardware that generates the marking information, etc.
Further, appropriate and trustworthy external information sources can be used. For
instance, encrypted time codes from Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) can be used to
provide verifiable geospatial information for the content, assuming no collusion between the
major state-level operators of the individual GNSS systems. Such post-fact verification requires
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only a small network of global GNSS observation stations and can effectively bridge short
connectivity gaps in the downlink from the blockchain. For example, such connectivity gaps can
result in short delays between creation and addition of the content to the blockchain and receipt
of the content for validation, which attackers may attempt to leverage. However, the presence of
encrypted time codes is effective to defeat such a scheme.
While the use of GNSS for geospatial provenance can piggyback on the use of GNSS for
clock maintenance by data centers, it can still require additional hardware and deployment of a
mesh-based solution because of the need for precise timestamps. Moreover, it can be trivial to
delay GNSS signals to achieve small changes in location. Therefore, the addition of information
regarding context and/or environment of the content can serve as an easier and likely more
reliable source of geospatial provenance. Such information can be obtained with user permission
from various advanced camera features such as 360-degree views, live Simultaneous
Localization and Mapping (SLAM) capabilities, multi-view functionality, multi depth-of-focus
operation, etc. Such features generate large volumes of information that are nearly impossible to
forge consistently in real time.
As a marker of trustworthiness of the content, the described blockchain ledger system
includes functionality to connect any given piece of edited content to the raw unprocessed
original content by appropriate pointers. Alternatively, or in addition, the functionality can
require content creators to publish each of their edits to the original content by including the edits
in the blockchain ledger system.
Since the implementation of the described blockchain ledger is content agnostic,
establishing trust in the blockchain does not require proof of work or stake, unlike traditional
blockchain systems. Since the time code used in the system is derived by the hashing of every
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blockchain, it can be treated as trustworthy, thus making it possible to set up multiple parallel
blockchain networks for checking the earliest time at which a given piece of content was first
recorded in the system. By incorporating regional hubs, the content timestamps of such a
distributed system can be accurate to within less than a second (e.g., of the order of 20-100 ms),
thus making it resilient against malicious human intervention and offline methods.
In addition to being content agnostic, a benefit of the described system includes content
creator auditability as a result of their content entries in the blockchain ledger being visible to
everyone else. Content creators can opt not to record their content in the blockchain ledger.
However, opting out of recording would prohibit them from receiving the system-provided
legitimacy notarization for their content.

Fig. 1: Using a blockchain ledger to verify the legitimacy of multimedia content
Fig. 1 shows an example environment in which the techniques described in this
disclosure are implemented. Videos of an event (100) are captured by multiple cameras to obtain
video content. Authentic video content (102a, 102b) captured by a first and a second camera is
transmitted to a content validation system (120). The content is associated with a timestamp t.
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The content validation system analyzes the received content, e.g., using computational video
analysis and based on prior content (104) stored in a blockchain ledger (106) to determine
whether the received content is authentic (not forged). Upon validating the content, validated
content (102a, 102b) is added to the blockchain ledger with a time code t and associated
metadata.
A third camera captures the event and feeds the video to a content forgery system (100).
The content forgery system generates forged content (104) by manipulating the captured video.
The forged content is received at the content validation system and is associated with a later
timestamp, e.g., t + 100 ms, caused by the delay introduced by the forging operation (which may
be carried out by the content forgery system. The content validation system analyzes the received
content, and determines that similar prior content (102a, 102b) is in the blockchain ledger. The
forged content is flagged and identified as forged based on errors in the content, e.g., determined
using content analysis techniques described above. A forged content detection signal (108) is
generated and serves to notify viewers or other recipients of the forged content. The forged
content can be excluded from the ledger, or be stored with a flag indicative of its forged status.
The notarization system as described herein utilizes the following observations to detect
forgeries of content
● The creation of fakes requires an enormous computational cost for general cases. The
cost of maintaining content consistency and avoiding simple errors that occur from time
to time in content is high for malicious actors (fraudsters, spammers, attackers).
● Global illumination, physically-based rendering/rigging/modeling, and optical modeling
are extremely difficult problems to solve in real time when generating fake or
manipulated content.
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● Affordability and signal quality of recording devices improves over time.
● Many high-impact events (e.g., press conferences, live sports, interviews, etc.) are
captured from multiple camera angles and by multiple sources, or otherwise include
footage that intersects of overlaps at various points.
● Discontinuities or edits in a feed (e.g., streaming video) can be detected via machine
learning or classical methods. These methods can detect inconsistencies at a relatively
low cost.
Forgery detection using the above observations and the use of a blockchain notarization
system result in narrowing down the time window of certainty for the origination time for a
given piece of content (e.g., during which content may be manipulated) and allow for the use of
traditional methods to detect content inconsistencies that indicate deceptive manipulation. Such
traditional methods include reconstructing the sequence of events in the content via cost effective
and consistent classical computer vision techniques such as structure from motion, multi view
stereo in conjunction with audio, depth, motion, location, etc..
The extracted information and/or reconstructed sequence of events can then be checked
for anomalies or other artefacts that indicate deceptive manipulation of the original content. The
effectiveness of such techniques is enhanced by the increasing affordability and quality of
content recording devices which allows many popular events being captured by multiple devices
from multiple angles with various points of intersection and overlap.
For example, consider a live event that is recorded by multiple parties, with one or more
such parties checking the content into the notarization system in real time. A malicious actor that
attempts to generate and distribute a forged version of the event needs to generate the version
within a very short time window (e.g., within 100 ms); else, the notarization system can detect
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the forgery based on earlier recorded authentic versions received from the other parties. Creating
computationally-generated or human-generated forgeries within such a time window inevitably
causes discontinuities, gaps, or other errors in the forged content which is easier to detect than
higher quality of manipulation that can only be achieved offline or after substantial latency. The
evaluation of content for forgery can be performed offline. As a result, those evaluating content
for legitimacy gain a strong resource advantage over content manipulators.
CONCLUSION
This disclosure describes techniques that utilize a notarization system based on a
blockchain ledger. New content is added to the system along with a secure time code that marks
the first occurrence of the content and hashed content identifiers. The use of timecode imposes a
time limitation within which malicious actors need to generate forged or fake content, which
along with the high computational or human cost of creating forged content places limits on the
quality of forged content. Such forged content is detected based on associated time codes and by
identifying inconsistencies or errors in the content.
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